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BIO-MEDICAL 
EQUIPMENT  
INSPECTIONS  



WHAT ARE  
BIO-MED  
INSPECTIONS? 

ELECTRICAL SAFTEY INSPECTIONS 
 
All cord-connected medical equipment that come in contact with patients or is used in patient 
vicinity must receive an annual bio-medical electrical safety inspection. This is an inspection 
in which the current in the ground wire is measured and must comply with UL specifications. 
The equipment is then stickered with a “passed” or “failed” sticker specifying the date in 
which it was inspected. After the safety inspection is completed, a report is generated, listing 
all inspected equipment with the status and measurement.  
 

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
 
Preventive Maintenance or “PM” service is an equipment inspection and functionality test. 
Due to the vital nature of some medical equipment for extending un-interrupted patient care it 
is often the best practice to have the equipment periodically serviced to avoid unexpected 
equipment failures. Such tests may be as simple as a functionality test, whereas other  
equipment may require more extensive servicing such as, lubrication of moving parts, wear 
part replacements (gaskets and filters), and/or extensive cleaning of vital areas of the  
equipment.  
 
 

EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION  
 
Calibration checks and adjustments may be necessary on 
various types of medical equipment. A calibration service is 
an adjustment of certain parameters to meet the actual  
output or meet the manufacturer’s recommended  
specification of operation. Depending upon the nature of 
the calibration, such tests often require test equipment.  

OUR GUARANTEE: 
 
We guaranty you an inspection that will pass your state accreditation agency inspection. It 
also is our commitment that our customers are 100% satisfied.  
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ASSET TRACKING WITH BAR CODES  
Medicanix sets the standards in the industry by giving all the  
equipment that we inspect is given its own bar code label. This not only 
saves time and costs on all future inspections, but it also helps our 

customers keep track of their equipment and relate it to the written report. All equipment infor-
mation; model, serial number, equipment type, and test data is  
recorded and given a control number. A label with the control number and its barcode is put on 
the equipment. This not only reduces all future inspection time immensely, but also provides our 
customers with a data record of their own equipment.  

 

KNOWLEDGEABLE PERSONNEL  
Medicanix technicians are conversant in knowing which equipment needs inspected. You can 
have peace of mind that we will perform a thorough job that will enable you to pass whatever  
accreditation inspection you are trying to accomplish. We will not inspect items you do not wish 
to inspect without prior authorization but will make recommendations of what should and should 
not be inspected. You are welcome to accompany our techs during the inspection. However this 
is not necessary as they generally can work on their own.  

 

INSPECTION LABELS  
In order to make it easy to see if an item has been missed or not yet inspected, Medicanix 
changes the inspection label colors every year. These labels are generally a bright color and 
easy to see. They are however, put in locations that are less of an eye sore. You are welcome to 
specify the location of your inspection label as long as it can still be seen by a state or accredita-
tion inspector.  
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Phone: 800-937-3724 or 203-324-3711  
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